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Current Psychiatric Therapies, Vol.
VI -1966. Edited by Jules Masserman, M.D.: New York and London. Grune and Stratton, 1966. In Canada by Ryerson Press, Toronto, pp. 382. 115 .00. This is the sixth of annually published volumes in a series of book-sized collec tions of papers dealing with current theories and practices of psychiatric treatment.
This series was initiated by the pub lishers who commissioned the Editor to assemble articles which were to embody the following features: 1) Special contributions from experts in therapeutic subspecialties both in the U.S.A. and abroad.
2) Annual summaries of the current advances in various modes and techni ques of therapy.
3) Condensations of the best papers on psychiatric therapy presented annually -. , 4) Reviews prepared by the Editor of special advances not otherwise covered in each issue.
The Editor expressed the hope in the preface of the first volume, "that the series will attain world-wide circulation as an authoritative text and progressive reference in the field." After six years and six volumes of Current Psychiatric Therapies it is evident that he was con sistently able to adhere to his 'terms of reference' and to come fairly close to the fulfilment of his goal.
As in most edited books, the contri butions to this volume are not of equal quality. However, about all papers are easily readable and interesting. Their readability is enhanced by their brevity and their conciseness. The Editor appar ently saw to it that his guidelines for prospective contributors as quoted in the preface of Volume I, were . strictly obeyed.
Seventy leading writers in their parti cular field participated in this volume in the exploration of the dynamic current growth of psychiatric therapeutic thought and practice.
The introductory chapter consists of an address given in Edinburgh, Scotland, by the President of the American Psy chiatric Association, Dr. Harvey J. Tompkins, on "The Future of Psychia try." The rest of the 52 papers are as-
